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 Packaged in a lovely gift box, this deck of 64 cards contains 128 unique works of art exquisitely
illustrated by five performers.A Deck of 64 Affirmation Cards to assist you Find Your Inner
Strength. Each vibrant cards contains a powerful affirmation on one aspect and a visualization
on the additional to enlighten, inspire, and bring happiness to your life.
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 These little caveats resonate with me and present me just what I need when I want it. Each card
has a short take-away thought on one side, an "affirmation at a glance," if you will. Omg they're
so cute. I love the size and the package deal is amazing as well. They have a explanation on the
back which is also fun and colorful. Got these as a gift for my sister but I informed her I would
keep them for secure keeping hahaha she couldn't help but laugh. Exactly as described, great
customer service. I am wary of new-age platitudes, but there's some real compound in this deck.!
Like becoming positive..--appear to be the most helpful. They're of good quality, durable and
shiny like handmade cards. The text alternates between printing and cursive script. Five
performers decorated them with shiny, cheerful colors and appropriate scenes. (However,
minimal men or people of color are proven.) A little hinged box is roofed for easy storage space.
As a psychologist, I would feel comfortable by using this established with my adult sufferers.
There are no dark scenes or strong vocabulary that might become upsetting triggers in
reviewing one's past. And I immediately chosen about ten cards for my own use because I
enjoyed them so well. Job well done, Louise! You can't go wrong with anything Louise Hay I have
had lots of cards over the years but you can't fail with Louise Hay. I take advantage of them for
therapeutic and yoga exercise groupings that I led. i've a reserve Loiuse wrote years back, “you
can heal your life”.. However when you flip it over, you discover further elaboration to assist you
personalize the concept's signifying or amplify it into a curing meditation. It is super amazing
when someone picks up a card and later on shares with me, "this spoke to me at this time..
Cards addressing particular issues--like body image, house, job/income, age, wellness, etc.We
am a nurse and see lots of death).Awesome gift! They're thick, have a shiny surface so you
could easily wipe them off, they are double sided. I really like these cards! Love! One aspect with
a lovely short affirmation, and then a longer one on the trunk. I am a yoga exercise instructor
plus they help provide me inspiration for intentions to set for class and things to say at the end
relaxing pose. Awesome Product!.!!! They’re essential buy for anyone on a self like journey.I have
gifted them to a large number of people. I drew a cards the other day that said "when you state
yes alive, life says yes to you". Like concentrating on life (rather than loss of life." Louise Hay
does an excellent job of providing little mantra and encouragement in these cards. Great for
mindfulness and empowerment with organizations or personal. I would recommend to anyone,
thanks. Super 5 stars!!! These cards are a section of my daily spiritual practice.!... They cover
every area of life and also you do see excellent results when used with a set intention and
meditation.I shuffle and ask what my message for your day is.If the same card turns up
repeatedly I know I need to pay attention! Can't say enough about these Power Idea Cards ? Give
them away cause they weren't meant to stay I have them sitting in my own desk and I give them
out to friends or family members it one of them speaks to me about a circumstance that
someone may be in. Wonderful artwork and words. Works wonders I really like these cards. They
helped me overcome some self-esteem issues. Inspirational cards A good friend of mine bought
them for me personally as a gift. The messages in the cards aren't novel or earth shattering.
They're not meant to end up being but rather they're meant to be utilized as a physical reminder
of the beauty and potential atlanta divorce attorneys human being. I am utilized to thinking
negatively so having these beautiful cards to remind myself that I deserve to be happy are great.
She is a great life coach and these reflect her years of work helping to restore us to health
insurance and reach our true potential Perfect way to start out each morning Love the writing
and artwork pick a card each morning hours to start out the day they are excellent Not ideal for
teens I did not find these useful for teenagers, particularly ones who aren't privileged and sadly,
many teenagers haven't been taught to read script, rendering these not quite useless but



certainly not ideal for use diverse populations. Cute! I discover myself using it more than her
additional affirmation decks. Just what I needed. I really like the cards so very much (I go
through a couple everyday) that I purchased them for another friend. It’s only been weekly
roughly but I’m deeply in love with these cards. I examine one everyday alongside daily
affirmations.! Excellent deck, great gift A friend had these, and I wanted them after seeking
through the deck. These are fantastic. Uplifting, motivating, thought provoking, healing. These
card ROCK! Like letting proceed of negativity.. It struck a cord in every sorts of directions for me
personally. The more you utilize them the more the human brain begins being positive. A Very
Nice Device for Self-Empowerment and Personal Growth These cards are delightful. Love! They
are great daily reminders. The best affirmation deck We believe this is among the best
affirmation cards Louise Hay ever created. These cards are very pretty and lovely.grateful
responses as people include them to their daily lives. I browse these to myself out loud right
before work interviews and I experienced much more confident. Such powerful words!
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